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training, physical and mental toughness, excellence in basic infantry 
skills, and competent, resourceful leadership.
i------- • • • ■ • ____
equipment into the division to give our°soldiers a crucial edge

This White Paper provides direction for the development of the finest 
light infantry divisions the US Army can field.

iniiis, 3M competent, resourceful leadership. We must take advantage of 
innovative training techniques and integrate lightweight, high-technology 
equipment into the division to give our soldiers a crucial edge over 
their opponents. We must eliminate the training detractors which would 
keep us from building the world's finest infantry units, and we must 
provide a concerned command climate that cares for our soldiers and their 
family members.

heavy forces. Accordingly, we have committed ourselves to creating a 
light infantry division structure beginning with the 7th Infantry 
Division at Fort Ord.

It is important for all of us to recognize the geo-strategic value as 
well as battlefield utility of the light infantry division concept. The 
concept has relevance because it involves development of not only highly 
deployable, hard hitting combat units with a higher ratio of combat to 
support capabilities but also lighter, technologically current equipment 
and resources. The smallest Active Army in 34 years requires an Army of 
Excellence which optimizes combat power.
If we seize this concept with conviction, innovativeness, and vision, the 
Army’s landpower will increase and, as a result, play a more significant 
role in future US national security.

This 10,000(+) man force will have a greater tooth-to-tail ratio than an 
of our other Army divisions and will be deployable worldwide three times 
faster than existing infantry divisions. It will be an offensively 
oriented, highly responsive division organized for a wide range of 
missions worldwide, particularly where close fighting terrain exists. 
"Soldier Power" will make the light infantry division uniquely 
effective. Soldier power is developed through thorough, rigorous

The 7th Infantry Division conversion must be successful, since it will 
serve as the blueprint for other light divisions. We must factor in the 
lessons learned from the COHORT experience and insure that we are 
developing cohesive, hard hitting units capable of bold, independent, 
decisive action.

Army leadership is convinced, based on careful examination of studies 
which postulate the kind of world in which we will be living and the 
nature of conflict we can expect to face, that an important need exists 
for highly trained, rapidly deployable light forces. The British action 
in the Falkland Islands, Israeli operations in Lebanon, and our recent
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Light infantry divisions will add 
mobility of Army Forces.

a developed support infrastructure.
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The Characteristics of Light Infantry Divisions

To deter, light infantry divisions must be able to fight—anytime 
rhere. and noainof omr ------- - *

The Need for Light Infantry Divisions
During the last 10 T-------  - •

that can fight outnumbered and win 
This modernization

combat power and sustainability. In such situations light infantry divisions 
can be assigned missions which will free up mechanized and armored elements 
for decisive employment elsewhere on the battlefield.

J a forceacross the broad spectrum of conflict.

No government will be disposed to violate 
rights if it knows that we have the 
prepared and resolved to defend them.
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In mid to high intensity scenarios such as Southwest Asia 
infantry forces j--
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learned, and resource constraints.

mid intensity conflict threatens, 
the outcome.

Division operations will be characterized by flexibility both in tactical 
deployment and organization for combat.’’ Light infantry forces will habitually 
operate as combined arms teams with organic engineers, artillery, aviation, 
and air defense. When suitably augmented and task organized for the mission, 
they will be capable of operating independently at brigade, battalion, and 
company levels. In addition, they can be reinforced with, or can themselves 
reinforce, airborne, air assault, special operations, armored or mechanized 
forces.

— even as they go about their normal training activities in 
or in overseas locations.

more flevJhl » Program is making the force tougher, more resilient, Znd

anywhere, and against any opponent. * enyciwe.

This demanding mission requires the highest degree of tactical 
excellence. These will be offensively-oriented units. Especially in low 

fonnict, they will be able to seek out and destroy the enemy on his 
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forces, expert in camouflage, skilled in counter-mobility
H advantages afforded by their tough and spiritedo? ? ZIrZd operating at night or under conditions

limited visibility. Even on defensive missions in close terrain or
ambush, attack, and

The soldiers in these units will have confidence in their leaders, their 
equipment, their comrades—and themselves. By their performance in initial 
entry and subsequent training, they will have earned their positions in the 
unit. They will have the skill and the will to train hard and learn. All of 
this we must assure if the light divisions are to achieve their missions.

But it takes units—the combination of leaders and soldiers—to win 
battles. Light infantry forces will be high performance units, capable of
bold, aggressive action under conditions of great hardship and risk. Training 
will be the crucial catalyst in forming these units. Training will be

♦ continuous, imaginative, and vigorous. Teamwork within squads, platoon and 
companies, teamwork between maneuver and supporting arms, and teanjwprk between 
ground and air elements will be the product. The result will be '^'soldier 
power"—the synergistic combination of concerned, competent leaders and well 
trained soldiers which will make light infantry forces uniquely effective.

The light infantry division will be equipped for the mission. High 
technology wiU be used to enhance command and control, firepower, navigation 
and night vision and air and ground mobility. The concept of developing 
"lightness" in equipment and combat resources will become an integral part of 
the Army’s acquisition process. Equipment design will be oriented toward 
reduced size and weight for reasons of both strategic and tactical mobility.

This division will take maximum advantage of transfers of high technology 
concepts and equipment from the 9th Infantry Division, Motorized. Soldiers 
and leaders will have confidence in the reliability and effectiveness of their 
equipment.

Superb leaders, fighting soldiers, and tough training will be their 
hallmarks. Leaders at every level will be masters of the profession of 
arms—experts at skilled reconnaissance, resourceful planning and violent 
execution. They will demand the highest levels of performance and discipline 
from their subordinates. They will establish a challenging command climate 
and serve as the role models for tactical and technical proficiency, physical 
fitness, and ethical behavior. But above all, the leaders will have the high 
personal courage to inspire in their subordinates the respect and daring 
essential for victory under arms.
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Leadership and tactical competence will be strengthened by unit professional

They must• • ------ --------O-’ - AIICJ luuoumeet stringent selection and retention criteria—compete to get in and compete

NCO Training as combined arms teams will be standard. Combat leaders will

. - . ----- . t. t. i.\.a i. f Xigiicinfantry must tram with heavy forces as heavy-light task forces—both in

that leaders and units have
will subsequently provide soldiers in cohesive, unit packages for all newly

frequently.
Jungle Operations and Northern Warfare Training Centers.
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late 1984. 
forces.

Off post deployment, including overseas training, must become routine so 
that leaders and units have maximum opportunities to develop and mature. 
Tailored light infantry combined arms forces will train to meet constrained
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The Army will 
. its 17th

Unit training will be tough, physical, realistic, and mentally demanding. 
It will focus on wartime missions. £-£11 will ;
crucial —teams, crews and squads must be the best in the Array

and Air Force support. I 
enhance the combined arms concept.

practice integrating the initiative, stealth, and surprise inherent in light 
infantry operations with the firepower of artillery, ‘

Reserve Component (Army National Guard and Army Reserve) round-out units 
for divisions converted to the light structure remain important to the Total

The 7th Infantry Division will begin conversion to the light design in 
I loflA Their experience will be the blueprint for future light infantry

Division missions, structure, equipment, and employment concepts must 
be carefully evaluated and lessons learned applied to the other light
HiVIflIOno onzl 2 a.

. Light Infantry Divisions. Training constitutes the most
critical element of our light infantry blueprint. It must produce highly 
motivated, physically fit, self-disciplined troops. It must also facilitate 
the bonding that occurs when leaders and soldiers share stress and hardships.

Individual training must concentrate on critical combat survival skills 
and basic infantry and support skills. One station unit training a 
division-level course for soldiers of all specialities, and unit Lstainraent 
training to high, uncompromising standards will be required. This training 
discipline, and initiative.

w, air defense, aviation. 
Habitual training with Corps augmentation units will

. « • Collocating Corps units with light ’infantry divisions will facilitate this training. Periodically, light
1 infantry must train with heavy forces as heavy-light task forces—both in

CONUS and abroad--to meet demands of a broad range of potential employment 
needs.

I.1
maximum opportunities to develop and mature.

. , --- viaiu lu meet constraineddeployment time. u.mg Emergency Deployment Readlne.. Exercl... from company 
team through division level. Training with the Air Force will be conduced

Light infantry units will complete environmental training at the 
... r.^ . - • • -  They will also

Noncommissioned officers and officers must be the most technically and 
tactically competent soldiers in their units. They will attend a "train the 
trainer" course to hone their skills as teachers and coaches. They will lead 
by force of presence. Their personal example will set the standard in 
physical readiness, weapons proficiency, and other individual skills.

■ -- ---- ''J Muxu L/A u icaa xuna 1development programs.

Austerity in the light infantry design demands that these divisions be 
fully structured and manned at 100 percent of authorized levels. The Cohesion 
Operational Readiness and Training system or COHORT, which stabilizes soldiers 
and leaders in companies and battalions, will allow horizontal and vertical 
bonding from initial entry training through deployment to combat. Within this 
more stable unit environment, cohesion, the powerful, intangible combat 
multiplier, will help produce tight knit, self-confident, competent units '
capable of withstanding the most demanding stresses of war. The COHORT system 

be used to provide three new light infantry battalions at Fort Ord. It
- ' • --  --------fcw* axx iiowxyactivated and converted follow-on light infantry divisions.

The regimental system will be implemented in all light infantry divisions 
to coincide with unit activations. Light infantry battalions will rotate to 
overseas locations when commonality of these units has been achieved.
Repetitive tours for officers and NCO's will be encouraged to enhance 
cohesion training, and combat readiness. .Affiliation of training base unit, 
with light infantry regiments will be studied to improve the effectiveness of 
initial entry training and unit cohesion.

retain their current organization. Active Component 
affiliation, and equipment priorities. These Reserve Component forces will 
become Corps assets in time of war and augment light infantry forces when 
required.

It will focus on wartime missions. Small unit training will be
' - -T----- ----------- All me Array. For infantryunits a special course based on Ranger skills will be taught. Frequent live 

fire exercises will be required.

as usual." The
Many of the concepts of light infantry already are time proven.

managed within the constraints of combat readiness.

Having the right people in the right structure, with the right skills and

infantry division will leave its bootprint wherever the mission

divisions and. when appropriate, to the rest of the Army. Tl.. „Auiy 
activate the initial elements of the second light infantry division.

— The Army has also programmed the activation of an Army National Guard 
Light Infantry Division in the near future.

Manning the Light Infantry Divisions. Quality officers and 
noncommissioned officers will be selected for light infantry units.

to stay in. Many leadership positions will require Ranger training. Unit 
commanders will be among the most experienced officers in the Army. NCO 
leader positions will be filled by the most technically competent, physically 
fit trainers we can muster.

The Formation of the Light Infantry Divisions
The light infantry division initiative cannot be "business

fight, hai.y ux cne concepts or iignt infantry already are time proven. While 
change will occur during evolution of the light infantry concept, it will be
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Equipping the Light Infantry Division^, Light infantry forces will receive 
high priority on distribution of the newest, most effective weapons and 
equipment available. This priority will provide them immediate combat 
capability.

Summary
The modernization process to develop light infantry forces has begun. In 

the next few months the Army will move from intent to reality. This White 
Paper provides the direction for this transition. It is not the final / 
architecture, but the foundation that provides opportunities to speed the 
progress toward development of the world's finest light infantry divisions.

Development of new weapons and equipment will consider the special 
operating characteristics of light infantry. Appropriate design criteria will 
include: light, high mobility vehicles; man-portability; high reliability;
machine, rather than manpower intensive, especially in logistical support; and 
longer range. Particularly crucial developments for light forces are a new 
medium anti-tank weapon and light, longer range artillery. Lightweight, 
securable, anti-jam, interoperable communications equipment will be needed to 
support decentralized, independent operations. Night vision systems must be 
improved to give these divisions unparalleled advantages.

Training must be the number one priority. Extraordinary measures will be 
taken to create additional time for training. Divisions will replace borrowed 
military manpower and special duty soldiers with civilian hires or contract 
offsets, develop block leave and school programs during the annual cycle, and 
relentlessly reduce other training detractors. Doctrine and tactics must be 
developed to assure that we capitalize on the unique capabilities of the light 
infantry division. Airland battle doctrine and its follow on provide a sound 
basis for specific doctrinal applications.

Sustaining the Light Infantry Divisions. The unique support structure of 
the light infantry division will require innovative logistics concepts, 
equipment, and organizations which take advantage of technology and unit 
productivity enhancements. Corps support units will augment the division when 
required by the mission or geographic condition of employment.

Initiatives to support better our families must be developed to minimize 
the impact of frequent deployments and field training absences. Accoutrements 
to foster the elite image of the soldiers in the light infantry divisions also 
must be designed and provided.

participate in joint training exercises which allow unique opportunities to 
deploy realistically and train as they will fight.


